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CORVETTE'S SPECIAL WAR

For several months the British corvette, H.M.S. CELANDINE, has waged a

special war against U-boats, to revenge the torpedoing of her "chummy" ship,
the Canadian destroyer, H.H.C.S. OTTAWA.

H.M.S. CELANDINE is commanded by Lt* P.V. Collings, R.N.R*, of Pinner,

Middlesex, who, at 24, is one of the youngest commanding officers in the

Battle of the Atlantic*

The story starts when H*M*S. CELANDINE was working with local Canadian

escort groups. She struck up a friendship with the destroyer H.M.C.S. OTTAWA*

One-night the OTTAWA was torpedoed. It was the CELANDINE who went to the

rescue* On a pitch "black night, in a hehvy swell, and with U-boats still in

the vicinity, she rescued forty of the ship's company.

"It was a night we shall never forget," said Lt. Collings. "It was so

dark that non on rafts were invisible until we were right on top of them* The

ship; was in continual danger of running" them down. It was difficult to

manoeuvre in the wind and swell, and the men were too weak to swin even a

little way*"

That night, one of the corvette's officers, Lt. P.W. Arnold, R.N,V.R*, of

Newport, Mon, went over the side again and again into the water to help the

wounded and the weak. Two ratings, A/B G.F. Arden of Ince, nr. Wigan, and A/B
G. Unsworth, of Warrington, "inspired by his example", did the same, to such an

extent that they had to be ordered not to risk thoir lives to an unwarranted

degree.

H.M.S. CELANDINE began her "private war" on U-boats during the same convoy*

Sighting a U-boat on the surface, she chaead it in the darkness and forced

it to crash dive* After a depth charge attack, the bows and conning tower broke

surface again at a steep angle, stayed there for a few seconds and then fell back

out of control, with more depth charges following*

A few hours later the CELANDINE engaged another U-boat with gunfire and

attempted to ram* Her subsequent depth charge attack was believed to have

caused certain damage*

The following month the CELANDINE repaid another instalment of her debt.

Sweeping on ahead of a convoy in fog, she sighted a periscope fifty yards away#

Tho commanding officer -put the helm hard over and tried to ram, and dropped depth

charges. A few minutes later the convoy steamed safely over the spot.

H*M.S. CELANDINE then proceeded at speed to the rear of the convoy, where

she found a considerable patch of diesel oil and made contact again* She carried

out six more attacks, which resulted in further quantities of oil and, on three

occasions, muffled underwater explosions*

A month later the CELANDINE again found herself in lone action, this time

against three U-boats*

The CELANDINE engaged one U-boat on the surface with gunfire, and forced

it to dive. Then two torpedo tracks were seen approaching the corvette.

Avoiding the torpedoes the CELANDINE went full speed up the tracks, but sighted

a second U-boat and turned off to attack it on the way.

"We like to feel that wo have been settling an old score," said Lt#

Collings.

The ship which is adopted by Walton and Weybridge, has spent two years

working with a Canadian escort group*
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